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ABSTRACT 

THE IMPACT OF GENERAL REVENUE SHARING 
INCENTIVES ON STATE TAX EFFORT 

Andrea M. Zaricznyj 

The State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 

authorized the distribution of general revenue sharing 

monies on the basis of formulas which provided incentives 

for states to increase their total tax effort and the 

progressivity of their tax structures. This examination of 

the impact of general revenue sharing on state and local 

government tax structures serves as a test of the federal 

government's ability to stimulate state tax reform through 

the distribution of federal aid. An interrupted time series 

analysis of various state taxes from 1965 to 1979 reveals a 

significant change in the tax structures of most states 

after 1972 but not in the expected direction. When other 

determinants of state tax structures are controlled for* the 

data suggest that general revenue sharing funds were 

substituted for tax dollars in order to postpone tax 

increases. While the formula incentives generally helped 

maintain tax efforts/ they were not strong enough to 

encourage state officials to adopt more progressive tax 

structures. 
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THE IMPACT OF GENERAL REVENUE SHARING 

INCENTIVES ON STATE TAX EFFORT 

The State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 

provided state and local governments with revenues which 

could be spent on a wide range of programs. Distributed on 

the basis of an objective formula/ general revenue sharing 

(GRS) was a welcomed change from the highly restrictive/ 

distortive categorical grants normally used for allocating 

federal aid. It does/ however/ contain several intended and 

unintended restrictions and incentives which/ over the long 

run/ can influence state and local decision making 

(Reischauer/ 1975). One such incentive/ the tax effort 

measure used in the distribution formula/ is the subject of 

this study. 

General Revenue Sharing Formulas 

No single distribution formula for GRS was ever agreed 

upon. Instead/ each state chooses between two formulas/ one 

approved by the Senate/ and the other by the House/ on the 

basis of which formula provides the largest allocation. 

Proportionate adjustments are then made to bring the total 

amount determined under the formulas to within the limits of 

the appropriation for that year. In the Senate formula/1 

population/ general tax effort/ and relative per capita 
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income are the basis for determining a state's share. This 

formula tends to benefit relatively more homogeneous rural 

and low-income states. The House formula^ uses the same 

criteria but includes measures for urbanized population and 

state income tax collections. In general* such a formula 

benefits urban and suburban areas with redistributive tax 

policies and diverse populations. 

In addition* the act provides a formula for the further 

distribution of funds to local levels of government. One 

portion of this formula places a limitation on each local 

government's share of funds at 50 percent of the local net 

non-school taxes and intergovernmental receipts. Thus* 

local governments are also provided with an incentive to 

raise their tax efforts (which must be weighed against the 

political and legal difficulties of doing so). 

Formula Incentives and Cross Pressures 

Clearly* on the basis of these formulas* states have an 

incentive to improve their relative tax efforts (Beer* 1976; 

Reischauer* 1975; Nathan* 1975). In particular* the House 

formula encourages effort in a redistributive direction by 

rewarding greater reliance on income taxation. This 

incentive is particularly high since states could increase 

their GRS allocation through increased income tax effort by 

substituting income taxes for other taxes* while leaving the 

overall tax burden the same. Presumably* redistribution is 
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a primary goal of revenue sharing. Therefore/ it can be 

argued that from a national perspective/ a trend toward 

greater reliance on redistributive tax systems is the most 

desirable outcome of increased state and local tax efforts. 

Ironically/ other formula features actually lessen tax 

effort incentives for some jurisdictions. In the House 

formula/ state income tax collections in excess of 40 

percent of the total federal income tax collections from the 

state are left out of the calculation. When facing this 

ceiling/ a state such as Wisconsin has no incentive to 

increase income taxes. In addition/ states with low or no 

income taxes can substitute 6.67 percent of the federal 

income tax collections attributable to the state/ thus 

providing a floor below which incentives are low. 

At the local level/ governments face a ceiling of 145 

percent of the statewide average per capita GRS grant avail¬ 

able to local governments. A 20 percent floor of this same 

average can benefit jurisdictions with low levels of tax 

effort and service. Although this floor would tend to 

reduce tax effort incentives for these jurisdictions/ the 

floor may raise their grants to the limitation of 50 percent 

of net non-school taxes and intergovernmental receipts where 

increased tax effort would once again be encouraged. 

Ceilings and floors are felt selectively; therefore/ it 

is possible to test for their effects. Of more interest are 

the general political factors which counter the incentives 
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offered by the GRS program. For instance» each state 

receives one-third of the funds allocated to its 

jurisdiction while the remaining two-thirds go to local 

governments. Therefore» a state receives only one-third of 

the GRS funds generated by any increase in its tax effort. 

For local governments that split the remaining two-thirds» 

the rewards may be even smaller. State and local officials 

may also be unaware of what impact increased tax effort 

might actually have. An absolute rise in tax effort may not 

generate increased funding. The rise must be faster than 

that of other states since the adjustment to meet the 

appropriation limit causes the measures involved to be of a 

relative nature. The difficulty is that there is some 

uncertainty as to what all other governments are doing. In 

addition» local officials may be constrained in their taxing 

decisions by the fear that they will lose their tax bases 

(businesses and population) to neighboring states with more 

desirable tax climates (Penniman» 1976). A third disincen¬ 

tive is that» in general» the political costs of tax in¬ 

creases are known while the rewards for increases are less 

visible and less immediate. Of equal importance is the 

consideration that state and local officials do not always 

share the values of their federal counterparts (Van Meter 

and Van Horn» 1975; Sabatier and Mazmanian» 1980). While a 

federal official may strongly prefer redistributive tax 
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structures/ the local official who feels local political 

pressures may not want to alter the current tax structure. 

Similar effects may occur due to differences in the ease or 

difficulty with which a state's tax structure may be 

changed. If a constitutional amendment is required/ the 

political costs are greatly increased. Underlying all of 

these political considerations is the uncertainty on the 

part of local officials as to the duration and future 

structure of the program. 

A question which still must be addressed is why GRS 

would provide a meaningful incentive to states to increase 

their tax efforts when/ as a percentage of total state 

revenues/ it is relatively small. One answer is to view GRS 

funds as additions to the discretionary funds available to 

state decision makers. From this perspective/ the funds can 

represent substantial amounts (Rafuse/ 1974). A second 

consideration is that/ from a state's perspective/ revenue 

sharing is the most desirable mechanism of federal aid 

because it grants a large amount of spending discretion to 

state officials. In the environment of high demand for 

fewer and fewer federal aid dollars that has characterized 

the 1970’s and 1980's/ GRS funds seem especially attractive. 

The tax effort measures in both allocation formulas are the 

only components that officials can actively seek to improve. 

One final consideration is that a long-term effect of GRS 

may be stimulation of expenditures (Gramlich/ 1977) , with 
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States becoming increasingly dependent on this source of 

revenues. 

There is* however * the possibility that recipient gov¬ 

ernments have used general revenue sharing funds to avoid 

raising taxes. An implication is that the tax effort incen¬ 

tives are only effective in encouraging effort maintenance. 

If GRS monies are used to substitute for tax increases but 

recipients avoid tax cutbacks* it is possible that officials 

are not willing to lower taxes if it means reductions in GRS 

funding. In cases where taxes were actually lowered* it is 

possible to conclude that state officials did not consider 

GRS funding implications a significant deterrent. 

A Review of the Relevant Literature 

Because passage of the State and Local Fiscal 

Assistance Act of 1972 was generally considered a major 

policy innovation* the GRS program and its implications have 

been well researched. One driving force behind the initial 

research was that the statute had to be renewed after five 

years. Much of the studies concentrated on possible 

recommendations for changes when the law would come up for 

re-enactment in 1976. The most widely employed research 

methods have been case studies of sample jurisdictions and 

opinion surveys. The literature can be divided into three 

substantive categories: legislative histories* expenditure 

evaluations* and formula evaluations relating to 
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distribution effects. Surprisingly» while the tax effort 

incentives are recognized in all three categories of study» 

no comprehensive evaluation of their impacts has been made. 

In a few cases» this is largely a function of too short a 

time period to allow adequate analysis. 

Among the group of legislative histories is Samuel 

Beer's "The Adoption of General Revenue Sharing: A Case 

Study in Public Sector Politics" (1976). In discussing the 

political debates surrounding the passage of the Act and the 

determination of the allocation formulas» he identifies the 

two-fold purpose of the formulas as rewarding need and 

encouraging taxing and spending by recipient governments. 

Beer states that since tax effort need not be progressive» 

the effect is "largely to encourage states to diversify 

their tax bases and so to make it possible for them to do 

more for themselves on their own." He does not» however» 

test for this effect. 

The predominant category of study has been expenditure 

evaluation» characterized by the Brookings Institute's 

study» Monitoring Revenue Sharing (1975). Examining a 

sample of 65 state and local jurisdictions» a network of 

field researchers focused on the political factors surround¬ 

ing expenditure decisions. In the initial stages of the 

program's existence such a concentration on expenditure 

effects was natural in light of the short-term» relatively 
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non-stimulative nature of the grant. However/ if each year 

after the program's passage/ the dependency of recipient 

governments increases/ then revenue impacts become an 

important issue. Researchers for the Brookings Institute 

note the tax effort incentives by pointing out three local 

jurisdictions where tax cuts were ruled out because of 

possible losses of general revenue sharing funds. However/ 

they also briefly report instances where states substituted 

funds in an effort to hold tax levels stable or to reduce 

tax burden. Overall/ the study reported a great diversity 

in the fiscal impacts and political behavior of recipient 

governments in response to the GRS program. 

Almost all the studies of expenditure effects interpret 

revenue impacts in terms of tax substitutions and tax cuts 

(Stolz/ 1974; Caputo & Cole/ 1976; Larkey/ 1978). The 

concern is to identify the amount of substitution taking 

place in spite of the difficulties in actually tracing this 

effect. Studies focusing on the allocation formulas/ on the 

other hand/ generally question the effectiveness of 

targeting achieved with the measures specified in the 

formula. The concern is that need be properly identified 

and distributions made accordingly. Findings in these 

studies generally suggest that changes be made in the 

measure of tax effort. A particularly sophisticated 

analysis was conducted by the Stanford Research Institution 

(1974). In a four-volume report/ suggestions were made on 
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how to improve the accuracy and timeliness of the data used 

in the calculations of the state allocations. The Stanford 

Research Institution study was particularly interested in 

the effect of the data on the distribution process. 

Other formula studies have directly addressed the 

question of the impact of tax effort incentives. Robert 

Reischauer's "General Revenue Sharing—the Program's Incen¬ 

tives" (1975) is a theoretical discussion of several 

intended and unintended incentives in the program. With 

regard to tax effort# he gives a detailed discussion# 

concluding that the size of the incentives varies 

considerably among the states. The problem for Reischauer 

in pursuing this question is that not enough time had 

elapsed by 1976 for tax implications to be evident. The 

Proceedings of the Conference on Revenue Sharing Research 

(1973) also suggests several hypotheses relating to tax 

effort as topics which warrant further research.3 

The conclusion to be drawn from a review of the 

literature is that the question of tax effort incentives has 

been raised but not adequately researched. The question 

does have relevance outside of the immediate implications 

for general revenue sharing. For those who would like to 

see improvement in state tax effort and increased use of 

progressive tax sources# tying incentives to federal aid 

grants seems to be an easy way to encourage such changes. 
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It is not obvious/ however/ that such incentves will be 

effective. GRS represents the first major attempt to 

distribute federal aid on a basis which considers individual 

state tax effort/ although previously Medicaid and AFDC 

included formulas based on a related measure/ tax 

capacity.4 For those who advocate distributing federal aid 

on the basis of tax effort/ GRS provides the first real test 

of the possible effects. In addition/ if tax efforts do 

increase/ but in a very regressive fashion/ increased state 

effort may not be desirable. From a federal perspective/ 

greater reliance on the progressive federal income tax or/ 

alternatively/ a measure of redistributive effort may be 

necessary to accomplish the redistribution goal. 

Research Design 

According to Patrick Larkey (1978)/ to determine the 

effects of a program/ it is necessary to compare "what hap¬ 

pened" with "what would have happened" if it had never been 

implemented. Interrupted time series analysis is the method 

Lewis-Beck and Alford (1980) advocate for analyzing policies 

in this manner. Applied to this study/ interrupted time 

series can be used to trace changes in the usual trends in 

state tax effort after the implementation of GRS. 

Analysis was conducted on individual state level data 

as well as aggregated figures for the whole United States. 

The time period under consideration/ 1965 to 1979/ was 
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selected so that trends can be adequately established for 

the years both before and after passage of GRS in 1972. The 

objective is to see whether state tax efforts were 

significantly affected by the GRS legislation. Specifi¬ 

cally/ we are interested in changes that involve taxes 

generally regarded as progressive as opposed to more regres¬ 

sive taxes. Therefore/ three different measures of the 

dependent variable are tested in each case: total tax 

effort/ regressive tax effort/ and progressive tax effort. 

This allows for some sensitivity to shifts in types of taxes 

where total tax effort remained unchanged. For the purpose 

of this study/ regressive taxes include general sales/ 

selective sales/ property/ and severance taxes. Progressive 

taxes are measured as individual income/ corporate income/ 

license/ death/ and transfer taxes. Since there is so much 

controversy regarding the actual incidence of specific 

taxes/ classification was made on the basis of commonly held 

perceptions. The measure used to determine tax effort is 

also a controversial issue (SRI/ 1974; ACIR/ 1972). For the 

purpose of this study/ tax effort is measured as indicated 

in the legislation (tax/personal income) because this is the 

figure officials need to improve to increase their GRS 

funding. 

To reduce the possibility of attributing to GRS 

causation that might actually be spurious/ a model predict¬ 

ing other influences on tax structure was first tested. 
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Included in the model were factors whch help determine a 

state's likelihood to tax independent of the presence of 

GRS. The model was then re-estimated to account for 

possible GRS effects and tested for significant improvement. 

Included in the first model were four independent 

variables. The first was time, coded as a counter for years 

from 1 to N (15 in this case). The second was a dummy 

variable coded one for the presence and zero for the absence 

of consttutional or statutory limitations on taxing author¬ 

ity. This variable is especially relevant in light of the 

tax revolt of the late 1970's. For states that require 

constitutional amendments to effect a tax change/ the 

political costs facing officials are higher (Penniman/ 

1976). In addition/ it takes more time to enact such 

changes. The third variable measures the income 

distribution within a state. We would expect to see more 

progressive taxes utilized in states where income is 

distributed more unevenly. Income distribution is measured 

by gini coefficients which range in value from zero for 

perfectly even distribution to one for the greatest possible 

dispersion.5 Finally/ a fourth variable is included as a 

measure of federal aid dependency. The argument is that 

federal aid stimulates spending by the states/ and 

therefore/ increases taxes (Gramlich/ 1977). This variable 

is a percentage of federal aid to total revenues for the 
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previous year. 

Degree of political party competition is another vari- 

able often debated as to its effect on redistributive policy 

outputs. Cnudde and McCrone (1969) report that a 

relationship exists between party competitiveness and policy 

outputs. A state with a high level of competition will 

provide more social services to gain support for the party 

in control. However» the majority of studies in this area 

conclude that this relationship is spurious because 

socioeconomic variables determine both the level of 

competition and policy outputs (Dawson & Robinson» 1963; 

Dye» 1966; Winters» 1976). Edward Jennings (1979) suggests 

that party competition based on socioeconomic cleavages will 

lead to greater social welfare policies. For this reason» 

our measure of income distribution (gini coeffcients) should 

reflect this impact. 

The second model which tests for the impact of GRS is 

represented by the following regression equation: 

" *lt + blXlt + b2X2t + b3X3t + b4X4t + b5X5t + b6X6t 
+ e, 

Where 

is either total tax effort» regressive tax 
effort or progressive tax effort; 

is a linear measure of time such that equals 
1» 2» 3 ... N» the number of observations 
(years); 
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is the parameter measuring the slope of the 
series ; 

X is a dummy variable where ^2^ “ 0 before the 
^ 1972 legislation and *2^ “ * a^ter 1^72; 

b2 is the intercept change caused by the interven¬ 
tion/ which measures the immediate impact of the 
legislation on tax effort; 

is also a linear measure of time/ where X3t ■ 0 
before the intervention and X3^- *1/ 2, 3 ... M/ 
after; 

b^ is the change in slope after the intervention. 

The last three variables are those that were included in the 

first model: X^ is the gini coefficient/ Xtj is the presence 

or absence of constitutional or statutory limitations/ and 

Xg measures dependency on federal aid. 

Since the data analyzed is time series data/ each model 

must first be tested for autocorrelation among the error 

terms as measured by the Durbin-Watsin statistic. If 

autocorrelation is present/ ordinary least-squares parameter 

estimates will be inefficient and the standard error 

estimates will be biased. In this case/ some autocorrela¬ 

tion was detected in the first model for the majority of 

cases/ so the appropriate corrections were made for both 

models.6 

The next procedure was to test whether the "goodness of 

fit" significantly improves when the intervention of GRS is 

included in the model. An F statistic was generated 

comparing the R2 for each model to determine whether the 
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two additional variables of the second model contribute 

significantly to the explanation of variance in the 
A 

dependent variables.? in addition/ the adjusted R^'s were 

computed for each equation to aid in the comparison of the 

two models with different numbers of explanatory variables. 

The t-ratios for the parameter estimates were then 

examined. while the parameters a and b indicate the level 

and slope of the time series before 1972/ b2 and b3 indicate, 

whether these values were significantly changed by the 

intervention of GRS. If bj is not significantly different 

from zero/ then the program had no effect on the level of 

the time series. If b^ is not significantly different from 

zero/ then the legislation had no effect on the slope of the 

time series. If neither is significant/ then the null 

hypothesis of no effect on tax effort is accepted. If 

either b ^ or b^ is significant / then support is lent to the 

hypothesis that GRS did have an impact though we must be 

cautious in claiming causation. Negative coefficients 

indicate a slowed rate of change in tax effort while the 

plot of the regression line is most helpful in determining 

whether the change in rate was large enough to change the 

direction of a previously upward or downward trend in 

effort. Finally/ the parameter estimates for the 

independent variables included in both models were compared 

for changes in explanatory ability and the possible 
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implications were considered. 

One last step was included in the analysis to determine 

the impact of two variables that are important because they 

affect the distribution of funds. The first is a variable 

coded 1 if the House formula was used in determining the 

state's funds in the previous year and 0 if the Senate 

formula was used. Initially/ it was thought that no effect 

on tax effort could be attributed to the type of formula 

used since taxing decisions are made and then the favorable 

formula applied. However/ during the coding process/ it 

became apparent that the formula for each state changed in 

only nine instances. This implies that the factors other 

than tax effort included in the formulas are indeed unlikely 

to change. Also/ the state had a reasonable idea of what 

formula it would face in the upcoming year. Therefore/ each 

formula could have differing impacts on effort. The House 

formula would probably encourage greater reliance on income 

taxes while the Senate formula would provide greater rewards 

for smaller increases in effort because its factors are 

multiplied rather than added (Stolz/ 1974). The second 

variable was coded 1 if the state used the House formula and 

also faced the ceilings or floors included in that formula. 

The presence of this factor would probably constrain the 

effects of the incentives. These variables were not 

included in the regression analysis because of little 

evidence of change in the first case and the rare occurrence 
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of the second case. Instead/ these variables were 

correlated with measures of the total change in progressive/ 

regressive/ and total taxes/ respectively/ for the period 

when they were in effect/ 1972-1979. 

Findings 

Since the procedure described above was conducted for 

each state individually/ practical considerations prevent 

the detailed discussion of all these results. Because the 

figures for the entire United States represent aggregate 

level data on individual level behavior/ the results must be 

viewed with some caution. While these figures provide a 

general picture/ individual state level changes may be 

underestimated due to cancelling effects or exaggerated due 

to additive effects. Therefore/ the state level results 

detailed in Table 1 are important. 

The collective findings for the United States are also 

found in Table 1. The three dependent variables are 

reported side by side to facilitate analysis of relative 

changes. In all three cases/ the predictive ability of the 

model is improved significantly (as measured by the reported 

F value) with the inclusion of the GRS intervention. In 

addition/ for all three tax measures/ the b2 value is 

insignificant. This result makes intuitive sense since 

is a measure of immediate impact/ and decisions to change 

tax policies would have taken some time. Also/ increases in 
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taxes were not likely to be made until decision makers were 

more certain as to the duration of the program. With regard 

to the measure of change in slope/ all three taxes 

showed significant negative changes. Since the effort 

measures were increasing in the period prior to 1972/ this 

would indicate either a slowed rate of increase after 1972 

or a decrease. The plots of tax effort over time for each 

tax (see Figures 1-3) reveal that regressive tax effort 

actually decreased while the growth of progressive tax 

effort and total tax effort slowed. 

Individual state analysis reveals similar findings. 

Almost exclusively/ the trend for all taxes prior to 1972 

was upward growth. Table 2 provides a summary for those 

states where the F statistic indicates that the intervention 

of general revenue sharing seems to have had a significant 

impact. For regressive tax effort/ this includes 30 states. 

Out of the 19 states where a negative slope effect was 

indicated/ all resulted in the arrest or reversal of growth 

in regressive tax efforts. The one state with a positive 

slope change increased an upward trend. For progressive 

taxes/ only 23 states had significant F values. Out of the 

13 with negative slope effects on progressive tax efforts/ 

ten resulted in the arrest or reversal of the growth trend. 

For the remaining three/ growth continued/ but at a slower 

rate. No state showed a positive slope effect. Finally/ 32 
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TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN TAX EFFORT 

Number of States with Significant 

Change In Change In 
Change in Tax Effort 

Intercept Slope Regressive Progressive Total 
Taxes Taxes Taxes 

None Negative 16 11 18 
Negative Negative 2 2 2 
Negative None 5 2 3 
None Positive 0 0 0 
Positive Positive 0 0 0 
Positive None 0 3 1 
Negative Positive 1 0 1 
Positive Negative 1 0 1 
None None 5 5 6 

Total 30 23 32 

NOTE Significance Level 05 
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states had significant F values on the total tax effort 

measure. Twenty-one states had negative slope effects. 

Nineteen resulted in the arrest or reversal of growth while 

for two states/ growth continued at a slower pace. For the 

one state with a positive slope effect/ a decline in tax 

effort was arrested. 

It is difficult to draw conclusions regarding the 

change in significance of the variables included in both 

models because the effects were very diverse. Very 

generally/ the trend was for their significance to be 

reduced as the GRS explanatory variables were added to the 

model. Where improvements were seen/ the variables were 

usually found to be insignificant for both models. There 

appeared to be a multicollinearity problem in several cases 

where the R2 was significant but no individual variables 

had significant t-ratios. In these cases/ the model/ as a 

whole/ was predictive/ but the standard deviations of the 

estimators were so exaggerated that it became difficult to 

reject the null hypothesis of no significance. As a result/ 

it is impossible to make any judgments with regard to gini 

coefficients/ limitations/ and federal aid dependency on an 

individual basis. Multicollinearity would have made the 

significance test for b and b more stringent/ so in those 

cases the estimates may be conservative.8 

The findings of the correlation analysis still need to 

be reported. The House formula correlated slightly with 
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progressive tax effort and insignificantly on the other 

measures. The correlation for the ceilings and floors found 

in the House formula was insignificant on all measures. If 

a state had a high enough rate of income tax to be facing a 

ceiling/ then it was unlikely to reduce its use of this tax 

in an attempt to increase GRS funding. Similarly/ if a 

state faced a floor/ then an increase in income taxation was 

most likely a politically unpopular or perhaps unconstitu¬ 

tional option. 

Conclusion 

The incentives for increased state tax effort in the 

General Revenue Sharing allocation formulas have been fre¬ 

quently discussed. This research attempted to analyze the 

success of these incentives on state tax policies using a 

longitudinal design. The data on all 50 states for a 

15-year period clearly suggest that these incentives did not 

have the intended impact on state tax policies. In 

particular/ these incentives were least successful with 

regard to stimulating progressive tax effort. There is/ 
0 

however/ evidence of a very different impact that might be 

attributed to the GRS program. The data appear to indicate 

a substitution effect. In about half the cases/ the growth 

in tax effort was significantly slowed at the intervention 

of GRS. The formula incentives seem to have generally 

helped maintain efforts/ but they were not influential 
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enough to impose federal intentions on state officials. 

Perhaps/ given the relatively non-stimulative nature of 

the grant/ GRS was not the optimal grant for the first trial 

of grant programs with incentives for tax reform. However/ 

given the "no strings" desirable nature of the grant/ it 

probably had a better chance for success than a comparable 

categorical grant would have had. It was hoped that the 

predictability of the federal dependency measure would have 

indicated a possible stimulation effect by increasing with 

the intervention of GRS. Instead/ what may be happening is 

that GRS has replaced the utilization of stimulative 

categorical grants. While the issue of this study is 

relevant to those advocating the use of federal aid to 

encourage state tax reforms/ it must be remembered that 

redistributive tax structures do not necessarily imply that 

the revenues are put to uses which benefit the needy. As 

the GRS program illustrates/ some incentives or restrictions 

must also be included that apply to the uses of funds since 

the goals of the initiators of these programs may conflict 

with the goals of those responsible for administering them 

at the subnational levels. Given that redistributive taxing 

and spending policies are usually associated with relatively 

greater political problems/ it is not surprising that these 

conflicting goals exist. It may also aid reform efforts if 

the programs which include incentives are open-ended rather 
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than fixed sum so that the state official who/ in the event 

of uncertainty# is most likely assuming maximum political 

costs associated with tax changes# can at least be sure of 

the promise of reward and justify the changes to his 

district on that basis. The possible duration of the 

program must not be left open to speculation either. 
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NOTES 

1. The Senate formula as reported by Robert Relschauer in 
"General Revenue Sharing—The Program's Incentives" is: 

G# *= revenue-sharing grant to state j in entitlement period T 

AT = the total amount appropriated for entitlement period T 
POPi = population of state / 

S + LTAXi « net taxes collected by state i and all its local governments 

AGINCi — aggregate personal income of state / (Department of 
Commerce figures used for National Income Accounts 
purposes) 

PCYi — per capita income of state / (Bureau of the Census 
sources). 

2. The House formula as reported by Reischauer is: 

URBPOPi « urbanized population of state / 
YTAXi «• net state income tax collections of state / (subject to con¬ 

straints). 

where 

where 
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4 . 

5. 

6 . 

7. 

The hypotheses suggested include the following: 

a. GRS causes an increase in exportable taxes due to 
the tax effort measure. 

b. Revenue sharing is more effective than block grants 
in stimulating local tax effort. 

c. The tax effort provisions have resulted in lower tax 
reductions than would otherwise have occurred. 

As defined by the Advisory Commission on Intergovern¬ 
mental Relations/ tax capacity refers to a measure of 
the relative capability of a government to finance its 
public services. Tax effort refers to a government's 
relative willingness to finance its public services 
through its own available resources. 

For a description of the gini coefficient calculation/ 
see Al-Samarrie et al./ "State Differentials in Income 
Concentration/" The American Economic Review/ March 
1967, pp. 59-72. 

Yule-Walker equations are used to obtain estimates of 
the autoregressive parameters. The data are then trans¬ 
formed and the model re-estimated using OLS regression, 
an equivalent procedure to weighting a generalized 
least-squares estimate. See SAS Econometric and Time 
Series Library, p. 8.5. 

The null hypothesis tested is that B2 = = 0. The 
appropriate F test is: 

The multicollinearity is not corrected since this would 
require eliminating an intervention variable. 

F = 
(SSR

Q “ SSRK/(Q-K) 

F 
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